CIRCULAR

All the students are hereby informed that FIMT, School of Law is organizing Add on Course on Mediation & Conflict Resolution.

Details of the Programme:-
Course starts from: 3\textsuperscript{rd} December, 2022
Timing: 9:30am to 4:30pm
Venue: Auditorium
Duration: 30 Hours

The Add on Course will focus on:-
- This course is for the enrichment of the knowledge on the mediation process, role of the mediator, duties of the mediator and to learn from the experiences of the mediators.
- It helps them to learn about effective and efficient way of solving the conflict between the parties.
- It helps them to have a basic understanding of how to resolve the dispute in an amicable settlement.

Guidelines

Registered students are required to wear formals.

For any query mail us at mootcourtcommittee60@gmail.com.

Ms Parul Manchanda
Convenor, Add on Course
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Prof (Dr) Shaveta Gagneja
Director-FIMT, School of Law
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